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London­based  NGO  that  operates  on  the  border  between  the  business  and  civic  spaces.  The
paper  was  very  successful  –  CAF  decided  to  publish,  and  we  presented  our  findings  to
stakeholders from business and civil society organizations at a invite­only pre­launch event in mid­
October. The panel of experts  that discussed  the  report  included  leaders  in  the  field, such as a
former US Deputy  Assistant  Secretary  of  State  for  Democracy,  Human Rights,  and  Labor.  The
Department  has  asked us  to write  about  our  takeaways  from  the  project,  and we are  happy  to
share about our experiences and give some advice for future Development Managers.
From the beginning, our task was daunting: we were effectively creating a new space for dialogue










the  world.  Our  research  focused  on  four  cases  of  positive  corporate  action  to  define  a  new
paradigm for responsible behavior.
We developed our cases through a series of semi­structured stakeholder interviews. Securing the











1. Extra effort can pay off: from the beginning, we decided that we wanted to create a product that was
academically robust, but also useful to the organization. We put in a lot of time sifting through the data
from our cases to identify the most valuable and impactful key learnings. Then, even after the
submission of the report to LSE, we committed to work further with our clients for 6 more months to
refine the language of the paper to communicate better with the targeted audience. This involved a
further round of interviews and a revision of key parts of the report. Although this was difficult to juggle
with exams and dissertation writing, it paid off in the quality of the final report and established our
credibility as experts in our topic area.
2. Team Management: our team dynamic was distinct and best suited to each team member’s strength.
Although we set roles in the beginning, we quickly discovered that it was more efficient to operate more
flexibly, supporting one another as the need arose. We worked very well because we were open to
critical feedback from each other, and we were willing to prioritize the quality of the report over our
own self-validation – something that allowed us to work without personal ego getting in the way.
3. Be bold to follow your passion in choosing a project: While working with big organizations can be an
invaluable experience, doing your project on an issue in which you are passionate contributes to the
work being more authentic, engaging, and personally rewarding.
Throughout  the process, we were so very  fortunate  to have CAF as our clients,  specifically our
contacts  Sameera  Mehra  and  Adam  Pickering.  They  gave  us  the  space  to  conceptualize  the
scope  of  the  study  while  also  giving  us  support  and  appropriate  training  that  allowed  us  to




consulting work  for  real­world,  public,  private,  and  non­profit  organisations  such  as  the
World  Bank,  Oxfam,  PricewaterhouseCoopers,  GIZ,  CARE,  DFID,  Save  the  Children,
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